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Answers American History Reteaching Activity
The core political philosophy of Eisenhower’s presidency was the “Middle Way.” It can provide a framework for solving America's current divisiveness.
Op-ed: The answer to America’s divisiveness? Eisenhower’s ‘Middle Way.’
Looking at American curriculum vs IB? Which gives educators more creative freedom in academic activities based on the student’s needs?
School Choice: American Curriculum vs IB
Dr. Aaron Kesselheim had been on an advisory committee for the US Food and Drug Administration for a half-dozen years, but he had never been to a meeting like this one.
The road to Aduhelm: What one ex-FDA adviser called 'probably the worst drug approval decision in recent US history' for an Alzheimer's treatment
What's your favorite podcast about history? Unearth our list of the best history podcasts and check out some eye-opening discoveries from years passed.
Relive history with these eye-opening podcasts
In New Paltz High School, history teacher Albert Cook, 47, asks his class to open to a fresh page in their notebooks and write out a single word: the N-word. They can write it however they want. Some ...
History teacher confronts N-word in classroom
Efforts to rescue African American burial grounds and remains have exposed deep conflicts over inheritance and representation.
When Black History Is Unearthed, Who Gets to Speak for the Dead?
President Biden addressed the UN General on September 21 with a warning that the climate crisis is fast approaching a “point of no return,” and a promise that the United States would rally the world ...
US Militarism’s Toxic Impact On Climate Policy
Why is the U.S. so far behind on climate? Mostly because we've wasted trillions on guns, bombs and useless wars ...
American militarism is even worse than you think — it's had a toxic effect on climate policy
The Americans bring the type of credentials that make them favorites in just about every Ryder Cup, and this year is no different. All but one of their players is among the ...
US seeks answers to why Europe keeps winning Ryder Cup
Unit 731 was a prisoner camp used by the Japanese where they performed some of the most horrifying crimes against humanity in history.
The Most Notorious Japanese Prisoner Camp in History
Like Standard Oil, with its long years of ruthless acquisition and gross pollution, an even longer history of antipathy to human life prepared DuPont, which would come to control General Motors for ...
A Brief History Of Gasoline: Better Things For Deader Living … Through Chemistry
Joe Biden played a crucial role in denying India the Cryogenic engine technology, describing the then Indo-Russian deal for the Russian 'KVD-1' engines as 'dangerous'.
When Joe Biden denied India Space Tech, America scuttled India's march into Space
Conservatives are up in arms after a Food and Drug Administration (FDA) employee was caught on camera advocating forced vaccination for minorities and a Nazi-style register of the unvaccinated, “like ...
‘Blow-dart it into them!’ Outrage as FDA employee caught saying African-Americans should be vaccinated against their will
American ... to answer questions about the future of the park, not only to the news media, but also to the Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission. The commission is required to review and ...
American Coaster Enthusiasts, PHMC concerned over future of Blue Streak roller coaster at Conneaut Lake Park
Be a part of preserving the history of one of New York’s northernmost counties. The St. Lawrence County Historical Association is seeking volunteers to join its ...
St. Lawrence County Historical Association seeking volunteer ‘history helpers’
Visitors to Hubbard Farms Park this weekend will get an up-close look at the city’s history. The “Hubbard Farms” exhibit, part of the city’s centennial celebration, will recognize the legacy of the ...
West Haven history to be on display this weekend
The Digital Signage Technology market report covers the key trends overseeing the industry growth across the regional contributors. It provides insights about the ...
Global Digital Signage Technology Industry Report 2021 History, Present and Future
TechRadar Pro breaks down the key facts, how Edward Snowden got involved and whether ExpressVPN users should be worried about the incident. The DoJ revealed that three former U.S. intelligence ...
ExpressVPN and Project Raven: everything we know so far
With the November 2 trade deadline getting closer, how surprising would it be to see the Patriots trade Stephon Gilmore?
NFL Notes: Is trading Stephon Gilmore the answer for the Patriots?
Parents across Richmond voiced concerns about COVID-19 vaccinations and their children. NBC12′s Sarah Bloom raised those questions to the Virginia Department of Health.
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